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Abstract
The European Community Directive on
Working Time, which should have been
implemented in member states of the
European Community by November 1996,
contains several requirements related to
working hours, including the right of
employees to refuse to work more than 48
hours a week. The United Kingdom government attempted to oppose the Directive, arguing that there is no convincing
evidence that hours of work should be
limited on health and safety grounds.
Much of the research in this area has
focused on the problems of shiftworking
and previous reviews have therefore
tended to emphasise this aspect of working hours. However, there is much less
information about the effects of overtime
work, which is a central element of the
terms of the Directive. This paper reviews
the current evidence relating to the potential effects on health and performance of
extensions to the normal working day.
Several gaps in the literature are identified. Research to date has been restricted
to a limited range of health outcomesnamely, mental health and cardiovascular
disorders. Other potential effects which
are normally associated with stress-for
example, gastrointestinal disorders,
musculoskeletal disorders, and problems
associated with depression of the immune
system, have received little attention.
Also, there have been few systematic
investigations of performance effects, and
little consideration of the implications for
occupational exposure limits of extensions
to the working day. Existing data relate
largely to situations where working hours

and other aspects of the organisational
and cultural climate. It is concluded that
there is currently sufficient evidence to
raise concerns about the risks to health
and safety of long working hours. However, much more work is required to
define the level and nature of those risks.
(Occup Environ Med 1997;54:367-375)
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By November 1996, the European Community
Directive on Working Time' should have been
implemented by all member states of the European Community. This measure has, as its legal
basis, Article 11 8A of the Treaty of Rome,
which is intended to encourage proposals for
"improvements especially in the working environment as regards the health and safety of its
workers". The United Kingdom government
attempted to oppose the introduction of the
Directive and challenged the legal basis of the
original proposal arguing that it should be
implemented under Employment Law rather
than Health and Safety Legislation. The
significance of this is that employment law
requires unanimous agreement for its implementation, unlike health and safety legislation
which may be passed on majority voting.
The United Kingdom's challenge was, however, overruled by the European Court of Justice, which means that the Directive should
now be implemented in the United Kingdom.
However, the British government continues to
voice its objections. The basis for such
objections seems to be primarily an economic
one-namely, that certain aspects of the Directive would impose unacceptable restrictions on
exceed 50 a week and there is a lack of employers and hence reduce the competitiveinformation on hours below this level, ness of British industry. In particular there is
which is of direct relevance to the Euro- concern about the section of the Directive
pean Community proposal. Finally, it is which gives employees the legal right to refuse
clear from investigations relating to shift- to work more than 48 hours a week. Associated
work that a range of modifying factors are with this are the requirements for a daily rest
likely to influence the level and nature of period of 11 consecutive hours in each 24 hour
health and performance outcomes. These period and a minimum weekly rest period of
include the attitudes and motivation ofthe one day. In support of their argument, the
people concerned, the job requirements, United Kingdom government maintains that
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European Union who work more than 48
hours in a normal week. In a recent survey carried out by Austin Knight9 which sampled
employees from 22 large United Kingdom
organisations, two thirds reported regularly
working more than 40 hours a week and one
quarter more than 50 hours a week, despite
having contracted hours of between 35 and 37
hours. A survey carried out by the United Road
Transport Union of the hours and conditions
of 640 professional lorry drivers in the United
Kingdom found that the average working week
of those sampled was 62 hours.10 In the United
States the average contracted working week
was 37.5 hours in 1990, although with
overtime the working week of the average male
American worker was nearer 41 hours. During
the same period the average Japanese worker
worked a contracted 41 hour week, but, in
addition, averaged nearly 36 hours of overtime
a month.'1 Japan tends to be regarded as an
example of the extreme in terms of long hours,
but some of the data recently gathered in the
United Kingdom suggest that conditions for at
least some groups of British workers are not so
different from those of the average Japanese.
A growing trend which is not always
reflected in official statistics is the tendency for
professionals and managers in particular to
work unpaid overtime to deal with excessive
workloads. Data to support this are generally
collected and published by Unions. A survey
carried out by the National Association of
Teachers in Further and Higher Education, for
example, showed that lecturers in further education worked averages of 46.7 to 55.9 hours a
week on and off site."2 Another survey by the
Manufacturing, Science and Finance Union of
staff in charities and non-profit making organisations found that most were working up to 10
hours a week beyond their contractual obligations without remuneration.'2
Many such surveys also highlight the stress
experienced by workers who reported long
hours. It is arguable that the relation between
hours of work and ill health is mediated by
stress, in that long hours act both directly as a
stressor, in increasing the demands on a person
who attempts to maintain performance levels
in the face of increasing fatigue, and indirectly
by increasing the time that a worker is exposed
to other sources of workplace stress. A high
level of stress has long been regarded as a contributory factor in the development of certain
types of psychiatric problems," coronary heart
disease,' musculoskeletal problems,'5 and
Current working hours
symptoms
associated with gastrointestinal
There is considerable international variation in
attitudes and practices relating to working disorders.' All of these have been considered
hours, even within the developed world. In the in relation to shiftwork. However, examination
United Kingdom the tendency is for employees of the literature relating exclusively to long
to work longer hours than comparable groups hours shows that investigations have so far
in other European states, averaging a total of largely been limited to mental health and
44.7 working hours a week as opposed, for cardiovascular effects. There is also a limited
example, to 39.9 in Germany and 39 in but growing literature on the consequences for
Denmark and the Netherlands.7 Recent data8 performance and safety,'7-22 although little
show that the United Kingdom has about twice information on the implications for control of
as many employees as any other country in the
chemical and other exposures.2"

there is no convincing evidence to support the
view that long working hours are damaging to
either the health or the safety of employees.
What, therefore, is the current status of the
scientific and medical evidence relating to the
effects of working long hours? Is there adequate
information available in this area? If so does
this support the United Kingdom position, or
is it actually the case that there are insufficient
data on which to base firm conclusions? The
overwhelming emphasis of research in this field
to date has been on the effects of shiftworking
and not surprisingly earlier reviews have
tended to emphasise this.2 'However, although
clearly of relevance and importance to the
Directive as a whole, most of the evidence
derived from the field of shiftwork research is
not strictly applicable to the question of long
hours or overtime. Shiftworking, or any work
which involves phase shifting, invariably results
in the disruption of circadian rhythms. This
presents a more complex situation than that
where stress and fatigue result from an
extension of the working day. Similarly, 12 hour
shifts which might, in one sense, be viewed as
an extension of the working day should also be
considered in the category of shiftworking. The
systematic and often rotational nature of the
work pattern in 12 hour shiftworking, together
with the different motivational and attitudinal
factors involved, merit separate consideration.
(These reviews2 include such shiftwork.) Our
review therefore is concerned exclusively with
the information available on the health and
performance effects of overtime work. This is
defined as extending the "normal" work daythat is, beyond the traditional eight hours
which are usually worked between 9 00 am and
5 00 pm or between 8 00 am and 4 00 pm for
five or six days a week. It includes overtime
working in the evenings, at weekends, and
occasionally during holiday periods.
Relevant papers for this review were identified from seven databases-namely, ABI/
INFORM, CINAHL, CISDOC, HSELINE,
medline, NIOSHTIC, and PsycLIT covering
the period from 1975. These databases had
been identified as being those which were
relevant in the preparation of a previous review
by JMH.' Only those papers which referred to
long hours, as defined above, were considered.
However, papers concerned with shiftworking
were also examined for any additional reference to long hours in the course of the study in
question. We had previously aquired certain
other papers-namely, those relating to some
very early studies.4`6
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Finally a study of British accountants32 identified a factor of quantitative workload, of
which working long hours was a major component, which was significantly related to psychological wellbeing as measured by two standard
measures.33 34 Two other important factors
identified in this group were administrative
problems and the level of social support.
Perhaps the country which has most obviously developed a culture of overtime working
in recent years, and hence concern about its
potential problems is Japan. A study which
examined the determinants of mental health in
a large sample of factory workers,35 again with
a standard measure,3 found that working time
of more than nine hours a day alongside
lifestyle factors such as physical exercise and
nutritional balance was significantly related to
the overall level of psychological distress. Interestingly there were some differences between
the sexes in that adverse effects of long hours
were more noticeable in women than men,
presumably because of the additional domestic
stressors experienced by women. A study in
Canada36 highlighted the importance of taking
into account the domestic load of women when
calculating weekly working hours. Female hospital workers in this study had an average
professional working week of just over 32
hours, but also a domestic working week of 19
hours. Reports of exhaustion and insomnia
were associated primarily with the duration of
the domestic working week. Hall and
co-workers37 also noted that the interactive
effects between "home work" and "paid work"
on psychosomatic symptoms were more pronounced for women than for men.
Three studies have examined the prevalence
of what are termed "maladaptive behaviours"
in response to stress. This refers to types of
behaviour frequently used as coping strategies
which are primarily aimed at avoidance of the
problem. Such strategies are unlikely to result
in long term solutions and frequently lead to
further health problems. Typical examples are
increased smoking and substance misuse.
Raggatt38 found that in long distance coach
drivers in Australia long driving hours provided
the single best predictor of stimulant use and
sleep disturbance. Further, as might be expected, these behaviours were predictive of the
level of symptom reporting, particularly stress
related problems such as anxiety and depression, musculoskeletal symptoms, and of visits
to doctors. Average weekly hours in this sample
were under 47, although the range was 30 to 70
hours. There was no relation between maladaptive behaviour and the number of hours
driving at night or the number of years driving
coaches, suggesting that the actual time spent
behind the wheel was the important factor, and
that, in this occupational group, the effect was
immediate rather than cumulative. Some tentative support for these findings are provided by
the results of a survey commissioned by a large
telecommunications
United
Kingdom
company.39 Over the three years of the survey,
most respondents were working in excess of
their weekly contracted hours of around 42
with nearly 18% working more than 50 hours a
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Mental health disorders
Despite evidence of an association between
shiftworking and increased psychiatric
morbidity,24 25 particularly among shiftworkers
who regularly work more than 48 hours a
week,26 there is a dearth of studies which focus
exclusively on the relations between regular
overtime working and mental health status.
However, several studies have discussed long
hours in the context of a range of other potential stressors and their effects on psychological
wellbeing. In these studies, psychological
health is defined and measured in various ways,
ranging from specific measures of psychiatric
status to the incidence of non-specific symptoms or maladaptive behaviour.
In one of the earlier studies, Schmitt et al
collected data on unexplained physical symptoms in over 800 subjects from eight American
organisations where outbreaks of mass psychogenic illness had occurred.27 Small but significant correlations were found between the
number of hours of overtime worked and the
number of symptoms reported during an
outbreak of illness in the organisation. However, working hours was only one of a range of
variables included, many of which showed a
similar relation with symptom reporting. Not
surprisingly the source of the problem was
judged to be multifactorial. Also, the authors
note the atypical nature of the respondents and
the lack of comparison with workers in
non-affected companies.
More recently several studies have used
direct measures of mental health with standard
measurement tools. A study of music therapists
working with mentally handicapped children28
examined the relation between several predictor variables, including hours worked and the
concept of "burn out", a condition characterised in the psychological literature as a state of
mental and physical exhaustion.29 There was
no significant association between the number
of hours worked a week and the various indicators of burn out. The response rate was
low however-less than 50%-raising the
possibility of underreporting, as those failing to
cope may have been reluctant to put this on
record. Also, few of those who replied worked
more than 50 hours a week, most working
between 40 and 49 hours. It should perhaps be
noted that nearly 80% of the respondents had
worked for less than five years as therapists and
that indicators of exhaustion were more
pronounced in those who had worked longer,
suggesting the possibility of a cumulative effect
in a job which was clearly emotionally demanding.
A study of the mental health of urban bus
drivers30 also examined, with a standard measure of psychiatric status,' a range of possible
sources of occupational stress. Mental health
scores were poor compared with those of a
male normative sample from general practice,
and "family problems associated with long
working hours" was identified as a significant
factor related to occupational stress. Again,
however, many other work stressors were noted
which seemed to be of equal or greater
importance for this group.
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excessive as to seriously restrict the time available for sleep. The issue of doctors' hours is
clearly one of major importance, particularly in
the light of suggestions that doctors should be
excluded from the terms of the Directive.
However, data from this atypical group are of
perhaps limited relevance in examining specifically the effect of overtime worked by employees in other sectors, and they will not therefore
be discussed in detail here.
Several questions arise when one considers
only those studies which have been concerned
with "normal" overtime. Firstly, the relation
between hours worked and mental health is
never studied directly and in isolation, but
rather within the context of the investigation of
numerous potential sources of occupational
stress, which may together lead to varying
degrees of psychological disturbance. In this
context long hours have often been found to be
an important factor relative to some others
studied, but not necessarily the only or the
most important factor. Further, it is difficult to
determine whether long hours are themselves a
direct source of stress or whether they simply
serve to increase the impact of other stressors.
In practice it is difficult to separate the effects
of long hours from those of occupational stress
in general, as by its very nature, overtime usually occurs in situations of work overload.
Notwithstanding this, another important
issue relates to the effects of individual
differences in motivation and working conditions. Most obviously, sex differences in
response to overtime have been highlighted.
Also, Bliese and Halverson4" have drawn attention to the importance of choice in determining
a person's response to long hours. Effects on
wellbeing may be much less in those electing to
work overtime, because of internal commitment or enjoyment of work, than in those compelled to do so because of work overload or
company pressure. They argue that investigations which rely on the summing of individual
responses may not accurately reflect the
relation between hours of work and wellbeing
in the work groups as a whole, as the group will
contain members who both work more overtime than others and have varying reasons for
doing so.
Watanabe et al, for example, examined the
relation between health status and working
conditions in operators of visual display
terminals50 and found an association between
self rated symptoms of depression and long
working hours. However, long hours were also
associated with personality factors (type A
characteristics) and with attitudes to computers, with those describing themselves as "technocentred" working longer than others. In this
case overtime workers may have been a self
selected group, making it difficult to draw conclusions about the direction of any causal relation between long hours and mental health
problems.
Work conditions during overtime may differ
considerably from those during normal working hours. Haugland,5' in a small scale study of
stress and performance effects in 26 academic
personnel working beyond the end of the
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week. In this group, 28% reported heavy
drinking, smoking, or drug misuse compared
with 8% of those working their contracted
hours only, although these behaviours were not
further defined and may have been interpreted
differently by different respondents. Those
working longer hours, however, also reported a
higher frequency of a range of stress related
symptoms-for example headaches, sleep disturbance, and relationship problems.
A study carried out in a very different setting
among male members of an Israeli kibbutzim40
focused particularly on smoking behaviour.
More than eight hours of work a day, and what
was termed "addiction to work", was positively
related to smoking intensity and negatively
related to stopping smoking. Other studies
have shown that stress contributes to intensity
of smoking.4' In the Israeli study the main
source of stress seemed to be long working
hours, although there is perhaps some suggestion that personality factors and also social factors in this highly self selected group, may have
contributed both to long hours and smoking
behaviour. Social and cultural influences may
have a significant part to play both in
determining the hours people choose to work
and the form of resulting maladaptive behaviour. Studies in Japan for example, have often
focused on alcohol consumption,42 which
seems to have become an integral part of the
long hours culture.
Alongside those studies which have specifically assessed mental health status or maladaptive behaviour are some which have examined
the relative importance of various factors,
including long hours, in producing self reported stress in different populations. Here an
assumption must be made that the presence of
stress equates to the presence of mental health
problems, although mental health is not measured directly. Most studies treat work overload
and long hours as separate factors, although
they might be viewed as overlapping to some
extent. Populations in which working long
hours has been identified as a significant source
of stress include hospital doctors,4' police
officers in the United Kingdom,4445 and
managerial46" and clerical personnel46 in
America and Japan. Working overtime was
identified as a much greater source of stress by
managerial and professional groups than by
clerical groups in the American study,46 although no figures for actual hours worked were
given or mention made of home working. In
the Japanese study of managerial staff,47 more
than 40% worked more than 10 hours a day,
with more than 30% of section chiefs working
more than 11 hours a day.
In two studies of police officers,44 4' no
figures are given for average hours, and it
should perhaps be borne in mind that in these
cases shiftworking was a complicating factor,
which is outside the scope of this review. Similarly, many studies have shown stress problems
and poor mental health in junior hospital
doctors,48 an occupational group in which
extended hours have long been the norm.
Here, however, the situation is one which
includes night working and hours which are so
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Cardiovascular disorders
If one assumes that long working hours are a
major source of occupational stress, it is
reasonable to expect an association between
long hours and cardiovascular disorders. The
mechanisms underlying the association between stress and coronary heart disease are
thought to relate to multiple and sustained
increases in heart rate and blood pressure as a
result of neuroendocrine activation,52 although
individual difference in cardiovascular reactivity in response to acute stress have long been
recognised." In the 1960s, increasing concern
over the levels of coronary heart disease in
developed countries produced several studies
primarily aimed at identifying important risk
factors. Forty years ago the concept of occupational stress was in its infancy, but fortuitously
this offers certain advantages in the present
context. Two studies at that time elected to
define and measure occupational stress solely
in terms of working hours, an approach which
would be unlikely today.
Russek and Zohman5 found that in 100
coronary patients under the age of 40 the presence of severe occupational strain-that is, very
long working hours-was more than four times
that in a control group. Seventy one per cent of
the coronary group had for a prolonged period,
either worked both days and evenings or had
worked more than 60 hours a week. Subsequently Buell and Breslow" analysed Californian occupational mortality data for a three
year period and concluded that the mortality
risk from coronary heart disease was greater in
men under the age of 44 who worked more
than 48 hours a week in certain occupations,
notably those not involving heavy physical

work, a factor which seemed to offer some protection. Further evidence of an increased
cardiovascular mortality risk associated with
long hours was provided by a United Kingdom
study of employees of the Bell Telephone
Company during the 1960s who worked full
time and also attended night school.56
By contrast the results of a study in Sweden
in the 1960s," which analysed a one year incidence of admission to hospital for myocardial
infarction, showed lower age adjusted incidence of admission for those men regularly
working at least 10 hours of overtime a week,
compared with other workers. Factors associated with the nature of the work seemed to be
more important than working hours in predicting admission to hospital for women. The
explanation, as in the case of mental health
problems, presumably lies at least in part, in
the dual role responsibilities of women. Further support for these conclusions was provided by data collected 20 years later in
Sweden in the course of a study to examine
associations between several aspects of the
work environment and admission to hospital
for myocardial infarction.58 For men, long
working hours were associated with a low risk
of admission, whereas for women the risk was
increased. Similarly, analysis of morbidity and
mortality data in Sweden over a 20 year period
up to 198359 indicated an association between
cardiovascular mortality and overtime worked
in women but not in men.
Data collected in the United States in the
early 1980s60 failed to find any association
between job experiences including working
hours and certain risk factors for coronary
heart disease, namely blood pressure and
serum cholesterol concentrations. However,
work hours and deadlines were found to
contribute significantly to reported stress and
stress related behaviours, particularly in men.
The relation between stress and factors such as
blood pressure and cholesterol is by no means
straightforward and is complicated by individual and time dependent variation. Lack of
any direct association is perhaps not surprising.
A more recent study of construction managers
who regularly worked overtime did in fact
identify increased cholesterol concentrations in
this group, who also reported poor psychological health. A range of other determining factors
are also likely to have been influential here.
A study carried out in the early 1970S62 concerned specifically with psychosocial factors
and the risk of myocardial infarction was, like
those in the 1960s, somewhat limited in its
examination of occupational stressors. This
time however, type of occupation, occupational
responsibility, and working hours were considered. In a group of 50 patients, 46% worked
more than 60 hours a week compared with
26% of the controls. The number working
between 50 and 60 hours or working on
Sundays was slightly higher in the patient
group, although the difference here was less
obvious. In this study, several behavioural and
lifestyle factors were also considered which
suggested that those electing to work long
hours might be a self selected group in terms of
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normal day, found that stress levels decreased
during overtime. The people themselves attributed this to a period of uninterrupted quiet
when tasks could be completed quickly and
efficiently. This raises a wider question of
whether the effects of long hours can be generalised across populations with different situations, demands, and cultural norms. Further, it
points to the need to investigate in more detail
the effects, particularly on performance and
safety, of working overtime on any single day.
Published studies to date have focused on the
cumulative effects of the total number of extra
hours in a working week.
Finally, if one accepts that long hours may
contribute to occupational stress and its consequences, directly or indirectly, at what level of
overtime do effects begin to occur? Overall, the
existing data tend to support the view that
weekly hours which exceed 50 are associated
with increased occupational stress, both in
terms of subjective reports and behavioural
responses. However, it should be noted that
most of the studies in which effects were found
contained a high percentage of people who
worked well in excess of this. Further, many
studies have been concerned with somewhat
unusual or highly self selected groups. The
adoption of 50 hours as a threshold on this
basis therefore might be viewed as somewhat
arbitrary or perhaps cautious.
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who carried out meta-analyses on 17 study
samples derived from investigations on working
concern of Freidman and Rosenman in the hours and health.' They concluded that
course of their comprehensive research pro- significant associations could be identified
gramme on the type A behaviour pattern.' It between hours of work and both physiological
has been suggested that those who often work and psychological health symptoms. Given the
long hours might be especially competitive, or range of factors which may moderate the relamay particularly enjoy their work4" both factors tion between working hours and health the
which might in some way influence the risk of authors noted that the results of such analyses
associated health consequences. Such issues are, if anything, likely to underestimate the
tend to be assessed more often in studies con- strength of the relation. Evidence currently
cerned with mental health rather than other available, therefore, is undoubtedly sufficient to
types of disorder. However, they may be raise concerns about a possible link between
equally relevant in this context where the long hours and the risk of significant health
development of the physical problem is likely to outcomes, including cardiovascular disease,
particularly when those hours exceed 50 a
be mediated by stress.
Recent studies of the relation between long week. However, much remains to be explored
hours and cardiovascular disease are difficult to in terms of the nature and interactions of the
find. Exceptions are those studies carried out in factors involved.
Japan where the problem of karoshi, sudden
unexplained death in relatively young workers, Performance effects
has attracted widespread attention. Uehata' The onset of fatigue is perhaps the most obvinoted that karoshi is a sociomedical term refer- ous direct result of working long hours.
ring to a range of cardiovascular attacks such as However, the concept of fatigue is difficult to
strokes, myocardial infarction, or acute cardiac define operationally and hence to measure,
failure resulting from hypertensive or arterio- other than by self report. Most studies have
sclerotic disease. It is widely thought that the therefore opted to consider fatigue within the
long working hours which are so much a part of context of performance that is, to measure it
the modern Japanese culture are a major indirectly in terms of its effect on performance.
contributory factor. In 1988 it was estimated Human performance in an occupational setthat one in four of all male Japanese employees ting may itself be considered either directly in
worked more than 60 hours a week.` Uehata'" terms of outcomes such as productivity and
studied the behaviour and lifestyle of over 200 quality assessment, or indirectly in terms of the
karoshi victims and concluded that the prob- speed and accuracy in tests which approximate
lem resulted from a complex interaction of to the work task. These are a relatively recent
work stress and lifestyle factors, with the fatal innovation and the first recorded studies of
attack usually triggered by an acute stressor. hours of work and performance focused on
Long working hours were judged to play a cen- direct measures of economic efficiency-such
tral part. Interpretation of these data in epide- as productivity costs and absenteeism.
An early experiment was carried out in a
miological terms is difficult because of the
range of conditions encompassed by the single large Manchester engineering works at the end
term karoshi. The data are perhaps best viewed of the last century.' After discussions with the
therefore as a series of case studies, which sug- workers, the management took the somewhat
gest the need for future epidemiological inves- radical step of eliminating early morning
tigation. Further, it should be noted that 651Yo (before breakfast) working and also overtime,
of these cases regularly worked more than 60 effectively reducing weekly hours from 53 to
hours a week, with some working more than 50 48. Production levels remained about the same
hours overtime a month and half of their con- and the proportional rise in wages versus
tracted holidays. These hours perhaps repre- output was compensated for by a reduction in
sent the extreme in terms of working time fuel costs. An important additional benefit was
although they are not of course unknown else- a considerable reduction in absenteeism.
where among certain groups for example, Around the same time a similar approach was
junior hospital doctors in Europe and the adopted by an optical works in Germany.' Here
United States.
daily hours were reduced from nine to eight,
Consideration of the evidence on cardiovas- resulting in a 3% rise in production over a year.
cular disease and long hours suggests that the The conclusions of these pioneering experirelation is not a straightforward one. As with ments were supported by the results of a series
the case of mental health disorders working of studies involving munitions workers during
hours seem to play an interactive or perhaps an the first world war.' Despite being carried out
exacerbating part with other occupational over 80 years ago, these studies have rarely
stressors. The influence of sex, of individual been surpassed in terms of scientific method
factors (motivation, choice, and disposition), and attention to detail, and remain one of the
and of situational factors (work type, home- most important data sources in the field. Durwork interface) are all important in determin- ing the first world war, munitions workers
ing the perception of stress and its associated regularly worked well over 60 hours a week.
physical responses. Moreover, these physical Reductions of between seven and 20 hours for
responses themselves show wide individual various groups resulted in a working week of
variation, which may in turn be linked to between 50 and 55 hours. The authors of the
dispositional factors. These complicating fac- report noted that in no case did the reduction
tors have also been discussed by Sparks et al in hours result in more than an "insignificant

personality and behaviour patterns. This question, raised by Buell and Breslow,55 was also a
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gathered in the early part of this century and
confirmed nearly 50 years ago.

Safety
Discussion of potential effects on safety
involves consideration of two separate issues.
The first related to the problem of fatigue and
its influence on behaviour associated with safe
working practices-for example, the maintenance of attention and the tendency to take
risks. In this sense, the question of safety is one
particular aspect of human performance. The
second issue relates to the problem of prolonged exposure to physical, chemical, and
other hazards in the working environment.
The question of fatigue and its effects have
been extensively studied relative to shiftwork,
in which disruption of normal sleep patterns is
clearly of major concern. The problem is a
complex one involving consideration of a variety of physiological and social factors which
may influence the performance of the worker,
and several variables which may influence the
nature of accident reporting. Most studies tend
to support the view that safety is more likely to
be compromised during the night shift, particularly where night working is coupled with
extended hours.69 70 Little information on the
likelihood of increased frequency of accidents
occurring-for example, during evening hours
after an extended day-can be gleaned from
these data. Information from studies of 12 hour
shifts does not tend to support the view that an
extended day results in higher accident rates."
However, the situation is not directly comparable with that of the extended day as those
working 12 hour shifts do so in the expectation
of an extended rest period. Further, studies on
accident rates tend to compare data with those
from a previous rotating eight hour system
rather than a normal eight hour day. Data on
accident rates associated specifically with long
hours, excluding shiftwork, are scarce. There is
the information gathered in the munitions
workers study, which showed a 2.5-fold reduction in accidents in women, but not in men,
after the reduction in hours of work. However,
it should be remembered that these workers
also worked shifts, including night shifts, and
that the hours in question were excessive by
today's standards.
A more recent study in Hong Kong72 was
able to show a relation between severe hand
injuries in factory workers and long working
hours, in this case an average working day of
nearly 11.5 hours. However, a range of other
factors such as lack of training and supervision
and worker inexperience were also identified.
No analysis was carried out of the time of day
at which the accidents occurred and the
authors concluded that the nature of the
relation between hours worked and accidents
was unclear.
Although not directly applicable to the question of overtime work, data relating to groups
working irregular or unsocial hours involving
phase shifting-for example, junior doctors,73
airline flight attendants,74 and long distance
drivers75-do provide pointers to the issues
which remain to be explored in this area. These
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diminution of total output" and "on average it
produced a distinct increase." Production
increased gradually over the period of the
experiment and was further enhanced by the
introduction of 10 minute rest breaks in the
mornings and afternoons. Interestingly this
finding was supported more recently by the
results of a controlled laboratory experiment68
in which student volunteers performed cognitive tests under different conditions. As well as
showing a relation between the time spent
working on the tests and a deterioration in performance, the results indicated that total work
output was 6% better with scheduled rest
breaks than without such breaks. The munitions worker study was one of the first systematic demonstrations that reducing working
hours does not necessarily reduce productivity
and in certain circumstances may increase it.
Since the first world war those findings have
been replicated many times in several field
studies throughout the world.'7 For example, a
major investigation was conducted in the
United States at the end of the second world
war to compare the effects of total hours
worked in employees who had changed from
wartime to peacetime schedules.'7 Although it
was evident that effects were dependent on a
range of factors such as type of work and
degree of worker control, there was a general
trend for longer hours to be associated with
lower productivity and higher absenteeism with
the optimum schedule seeming to conform to
the standard five day, 40 hour week.
In more recent years, there has been a shift in
emphasis towards measurement through performance tests designed to simulate work tasks
or which involve skills regarded as essential to
such tasks, in particular the maintenance of
attention. Fieldwork in this area, however, has
tended to focus on specific occupational
groups such as professional drivers and junior
doctors who combine long hours with regular
and unpredictable work schedules or with shift
work. Similarly, a study of automotive workers
in the United States, which showed cumulative
negative effects of overtime on negative performance, was also concerned with shift workers many of whom regularly worked at night.
Although strictly outside the scope of this
review,'8 48 data from these studies and from
numerous laboratory investigations point to
the complex relation between long periods of
work and impairment of performance. For
example, the nature of the task, whether it is
routine and monotonous or complex and
stimulating,'9 the motivation of the person20
and the presence of other stressors" are all
likely to determine the extent of impairment of
performance in any given situation. Furthermore, the nature of the impairment-for
example, in terms of speed or accuracy20 or in
terms of the type of error22-is likely to vary
between situations and occupations.
To date, the methodology which has been
developed to investigate these complex relations in the field of shiftwork does not seem to
have been applied to the study of overtime
effects. Strangely the most reliable information
in this field remains that which was initially
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tial effects of more moderate overtime, between
40 and 50 hours a week.
A further requirement is for the investigation
of a wider range of potential health outcomes
as many have been virtually ignored. Numerous problems associated with stress may also be
associated with long hours. These include gastrointestinal disorders, musculoskeletal disorders, problems associated with depression of
the immune system, and psychosomatic complaints likely to reduce efficiency and increase
short term absenteeism. Also, the results of one
study which investigated the relation between
several work factors and fetal death76 indicated
an increased rate of abortion in women
working 46 or more hours a week. Studies of
human performance in response to fatigue in
overtime situations are surprisingly limited
when the attention paid to this in other areas is
considered, particularly shiftwork research.
Associated with this there has been little
consideration of safety concerns either from
the legislative point of view or in terms of the
changes in worker behaviour likely to result
from fatigue. Finally, despite anecdotal evidence and frequent passing references to what
may be termed social effects-that is effects on
home, family, leisure, and general quality of
life-these perhaps most obvious consequences of long hours have not been systemati-

cally investigated.

Conclusions and future needs
This review has considered the weight of the
evidence linking long working hours with
health problems in the light of the European
Community Directive on Working Time. What
emerges most strongly is how little information
is currently available. The effects of long hours
or overtime work seem to have been seriously
neglected in favour of an understandable
preoccupation with the problems of shiftworking. The results of those studies which have
investigated overtime effects suggest grounds
for concern but have also highlighted the complex nature of the relation between long hours
and health. It is clear that the type and severity
of any identified effects are unlikely to be universally applicable, but rather will depend on
the characteristics and attitudes of each person,
the job requirements, and other aspects of the
organisational and cultural climate. Following
the example of shiftwork research, carefully
controlled studies are required that pay attention to a range of factors which may influence
the workers' responses, whether objectively or
subjectively assessed.
Most of the studies quoted here which have
shown health effects have been concerned with
working time beyond 50 hours a week. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that schedules of
this nature are detrimental to health and wellbeing. It is also difficult to find evidence that
long working hours are beneficial, either to
employees or the efficiency of the organisation
as a whole. However, currently available data
are insufficient to determine exactly how many
hours people should be required to work if they
are to remain safe and healthy. In particular,
more emphasis should be placed on the poten-

Viewed from a health and safety perspective
it is clear that excessive overtime working is not
without risk. Given the increasing trend
towards such excess a proper assessment of the
nature and level of that risk is now urgently

required.
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